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Abstract: Documenting embodied ideation activities is challenging, as they often result in ephemeral design constructs and elusive design knowledge difficult to document and represent. Here, we explore documentation forms designers can use internally during the design process in the domain of movement-based interaction in collocated, social settings. Using previous work and our experience from embodied ideation workshops, we propose three documentation forms with complementing perspectives of embodied action from a first and a third person view. We discuss how they capture ephemeral embodied action and elusive design and experiential knowledge, in relation to two interdependent aspects of documentation forms: their performativity and the medium they use. The novelty of these forms lies in what is being captured: ephemeral design constructs that emerge as designers engage with the embodied ideation activity; how it is portrayed: in aggregation forms that highlight elusive design knowledge; and their purpose: to clarify and augment analytical results improving the designer-researchers’ understanding of key aspects of the embodied ideation process and its outcomes, useful to advance the design process and for research dissemination.
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1. Introduction

With the proliferation of body-based technology came a conceptual and methodological shift in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that foregrounds the role of the designers’ and users’ bodily experiences in design [1–4]. This increased the appropriation and adaptation of traditional design methods to better seize the challenge of designing future interactive body-based experiences. An example of this are embodied design ideation (EDI) activities (here, we use the general term of activities to refer to what other authors have labeled as methods, approaches, practices or processes), which have been used in design and research [5,6] to complement traditional design ideation ones [5]. They put the designers’ and/or user’s embodied experience at the core of the design process, and work well to spur creativity, and to better understand and shape future embodied experiences [7], foregrounding relationships between the moving, lived body and other design materials, including artifacts, and situated and contextual elements [5].

There are various EDI activities (see [5,7,8]), many of which take inspiration in somatic practices and are developed by designers-researchers through their work; their inherent bodily nature make them particularly difficult to articulate and transfer [5]. As Wilde et al. ([5], p. 2) argued: “the reasoning behind how and why different methods work is often difficult to grasp, especially when the format of sharing is text-based, such as through conference or journal articles. Embodied sharing (e.g., through workshops) is not feasible as the primary outlet for any kind of research [. . .] Being able to articulate the underlying questions,
contexts and actors that shape EDI methods, and share their implementation without direct embodied exchange, is thus key to a better standing within the design research community”.

In this article, we address this challenge focusing on an essential activity for the production and transmission of design knowledge: documentation [9–11]. Despite its prominent role to support design and research, we are still lacking a good repertoire of established forms in our field [12], works that systematically review and study those that exist in embodied design activities, and works that address practical considerations for their creation, adaptation, and use [9], such as: What should be documented? Which tools or media should be used? How should the effort in documenting past actions balance against the need of moving a project forward? How should the designers’ tacit and embodied knowledge be documented? [9]. This typically results in the need to create ad hoc documentation forms, without proper guidance or previous work examples.

To address this gap, we present several documentation forms created for three EDI activities to design in the domain of movement-based collocated social action. We situate our approach in the Research through Design tradition (RtD) [11,13–15], a form of research in which the design process, designing, and its ultimate outcome, the design particular, are instrumental to the production of knowledge [15,16]. Research through Design is particularly well suited to address complex and messy (also called wicked [17]) design research tasks [11,16] due to its focus on its ability to design and iterate solutions at the same time as the research and design question are being shaped and defined. This happens often, as design and research problems become apparent and evolve as the design process evolves [18–20]. All of this calls for a fluent process, in which problems and solutions are articulated almost simultaneously. An ongoing need in RtD research is presenting “better ways of capturing the specificity and richness of the design process” [21], which resonates well with the gap outlined earlier for EDI activities.

The three documentation forms we present here are developed to help document ephemeral embodied action of designers during two bodystorming workshops and a sensitizing designers session [6] of a particular type of EDI, Embodied Sketching [6]. The former focuses on ideation of future embodied experiences through developing key users’ embodied acts by using representational tools, props, and enactment. The later focuses on honing the designers’ somatic sensibilities through engaging with a bodily experience that helps them better access, understand, and articulate key experiential aspects that have design potential.

In this article, we discuss three documentation forms that capture ephemeral embodied action and elusive design and experiential knowledge during and after these EDI. In bodystorming, ephemerality refers to design ideas that emerge, which are only visible, accessible, and actuable as they are enacted; in the sensitizing activity it refers to the somatic experience the designers engage with, in particular concrete moments that designers find particularly relevant. Both forms are meant to facilitate and represent elusive design knowledge resulting during and after the EDIs. In particular, they were developed to better visualize analytical results and design knowledge unpacked during internal design discussions, which eluded us when using traditional documentation forms.

Three documentation forms are presented here: the Bodystorming Braid, the Double Diamond representation (inspired in the Double Diamond model used in product design [22]), and the SomaBoard (inspired in the concept of moodboards [23]). The former two were developed for the bodystorming sessions, and help chronologically visualize the embodied design ideas that emerge in an overview, balanced with key interactional, contextual, and temporal details key for these ideas. The SomaBoard was developed for the sensitizing design activity, and it visually connects and enhances the designers’ articulations of their somatic experience (feelings, impressions, key moments, experiential qualities and other concepts discussed) with evocative and representative images of their lived experience. They work primarily as evocative design tools.

The three documentation forms represent action from complementing perspectives: the Bodystorming Braid and the Double Diamond (bodystorming EDI) from a third person perspective; and the SomaBoard (sensitizing EDI) from a first-person [8,24] perspective. They were
primarily developed as tools for the design-researchers’ team—yet some of them have also been used to communicate RtD findings [6,7].

The contribution of this article is double-fold: first, we propose those three novel documentation forms to be used in the context of ideation of movement-based collocated social experiences, detailing important considerations about their development and use. Second, we systematically review these as well as previous works discussing what they capture (in particular focusing on ephemeral and elusive aspects), how that is represented (medium), and their performativity or role of these forms to support design and research. This is intended to enrich and reinforce the repertoire of tools of designers-researchers working in a similar domain than ours.

2. Background

In this section, we first introduce characterizing aspects of documentation forms in RtD, which will be used in a following review of documentation forms used in embodied design ideation activities to highlight key features and considerations useful for documentation of RtD processes. Last, we introduce the inherent challenges involved in documenting the type of EDI presented here.

2.1. Medium, Performativity, and Role in RtD

Bardzell et al. [9] explained core characterizing qualities of documentation forms in RtD. Medium refers to the particular media used (images, text, and video), the way they are assembled together, the conventions for their manipulation, and the overall properties of the final piece produced. Performativity refers to the fact that documentation is not neutral: it does not only capture, and reflect, but it also acts and transforms that which is represented by emphasizing, downplaying, stating, demonstrating, or proposing aspects of it.

This openly declared non-neutral character clashes with classical views on documentation, seen as neutral form that objectively captures what exists, what is already there, disconnected from the researcher-designer’s actions. However, documentation forms are not “objective” in the sense of capturing “preexistence (in the ontological sense)” or making the preexistent “manifest to the cognitive mind (in the epistemological sense)” (here, we use Karen Barad’s remark on objectivity and realism referred to by Redström [25]). There are subjective decisions about what to capture and how to present it that fundamentally shape the documentation form. Bardzell et al. elaborated on this: “aggregation is always a purposeful activity: it involves decisions about the substantive and rhetorical purposes of the document” ([9], p. 105). This is not only the case for documentation forms in RtD, but arguably applies to all forms of documentation.

Finally, Bardzell et al. [9] discussed another core aspect of documentation forms, i.e., how they support design and/or research, which we call here role in RtD. Documentation forms that support research usually focus on documenting research activities, and they become essential for communicating and disseminating RtD outcomes, strengthening the research’s validity, rigor, and relevance [9]. On the other hand, documentation forms that support design help designers advance in the design process, assisting in explorations of forms, materials, and interactivity, in ideation and prototyping activities, and in communicating and evaluating designs and design activities [9].

It is difficult, and arguably not useful, to distinguish if a documentation form serves to capture design knowledge or research knowledge, as the line between research and design is fine and often blurry in RtD [21,26]. We find more useful a different distinction: if the form is used to disseminate design/research knowledge to others or as tools that researchers-designers use to advance in the RtD process; if they focus on the past (archival) or on the future (generative, evaluative, and analytic).

All these aspects are deeply interconnected: e.g., the type of media used and how it is assembled speaks as much of the medium as of what the documentation form presents, prioritizes, and highlights, and this in turn is key to shape the role that the documentation form can take in the design process.
2.2. RtD Documentation Forms, Features, and Genres

RtD produces intermediate-level knowledge [27,28], or second-order knowledge [9,26]. Simply put, this is knowledge that lies at a level of abstraction and applicability in between grand theories and the particulars (designs). Examples, among others, are strong concepts [27], bridging concepts [29], experiential qualities [30] and annotated portfolios [31]. Documentation is important to establish, validate, and be able to judge these knowledge forms and outcomes [10,18,26].

There is an array of accepted documentation genres in Interaction Design [9,28], which may be distinguished for their medium properties, including their material form, qualities, or features; their performativity; for their goals or role within the design process; or for the abstraction level or applicability of the knowledge produced. For example, annotated portfolios [31], workbooks [32], genealogies [33], photo-essays [34] and RtD comics [35] similarly emphasize a visual representation form; yet some have strong genre-characterizing medium (and performativity) differences that distinguish them from one another. For example, RtD comics use sequences of drawings in strips together with text, either in bubbles or footnotes, whereas annotated portfolios use a carefully curated aggregation of annotated media (e.g., photographs).

These genre-characterizing features have presumably evolved (and will further evolve) to best serve the purpose of the documentation forms within that genre, shaping their performativity strengths and therefore use. For example, the characterizing medium used in RtD comics [35] is particularly suitable to represent unfolding interaction, sequence and narrative, showing not only action and reaction, but also motivation, intentionality, and emotion. In turn, annotated portfolios bring attention to particular design details of individual designs, as well as similarities between designs part of the same annotated portfolio.

However, these genre-characterizing features should be taken as cues rather than strict guidelines [9]. Although distinctive and noticeable, and therefore useful for designer-researchers in RtD, they might not always capture the documentation’s most defining feature. For example, Gaver downplayed the medium used in annotated portfolios including their classical visual look [31,36] to highlight instead key performativity aspects of them, such as presenting family resemblances between designs, and addressing “issues of relevance to the research community” ([13], p. 49).

Likewise, medium and performativity differences are found within a same type of documentation genre. An example of this is Buxton’s [37] conceptualization of sketches. Despite sharing the same basic medium (drawings), Buxton foregrounded the importance of looking at, and categorizing them by their intent (what is their purpose and why were they made), which affects and determines the style of the drawing, what details are included, highlighted, foregrounded or left out [37], among others. For example, a drawing made by designers for designers might prioritize capturing design features that are central to the ideation process [37], and thus make use of, e.g., free drawing, with coarse lines. On the other hand, a drawing made to communicate the design to the end user or client might prioritize portraying accurately the form and aesthetic components of the final product, to illustrate what the design will look like before it is actually made [37], making use of, e.g., more advanced illustration techniques and software.

Another example can be found among photo-essays publications, i.e., Jarvis et al. [34] presented a type of photo essay that is heavily influenced by a particular photographic style (Taryn Simon’s Contraband [38]), showing close up pictures of artefacts, arranged and ordered in a sequence, threaded with a narrative that is articulated as that sequence’s caption. These medium aspects make this form particularly well suited to illustrate, with a high level of detail, design materials and design objects developed. However, Jarvis et al. referred to another photo-essay (Schwarts [39]) that presents differences in medium and performativity from theirs: the publication is mostly text-based (narrative and transcriptions of conversations), which is sometimes interrupted with standalone and uncaptioned photographs of people and places. In this case, the images are used to annotate the text and provide a glimpse into the photo-essay as research method.
These two examples illustrate how genres frame a type of documentation that shares characterizing features, yet they remain open for appropriation and modification of their medium and/or performativity. We see this as valuable; genres offer useful guidance and repertoire, yet they allow re-appropriation and alternative uses.

2.3. Documenting Embodied Design Ideation Activities

EDI documentation forms usually represent action from one of the following perspectives: a third person or observer’s perspective [8,40], documenting action from an outsider point of view and focusing on capturing bodily and social action, artifacts, space and other contextual elements; or a first-person perspective, targeting the felt, lived experience of those [40] engaged in the EDI activity.

In the following subsections, we focus on these perspectives, discussing why documenting them is important and some of their intrinsic documentation challenges. We review existing documentation forms used in EDI activities found in academic fora, focusing on the perspective on action they focus (third- or first-person view), what these documentation forms capture, key aspects of the medium they use, and whereas they have been used to disseminate research and/or design (archival value), or to support research and/or design (generative value). We only comment on the performativity of the documentation forms when it is explicitly stated the reviewed source, withholding our performativity judgments otherwise, since they would be merely speculative. A summary of our review, in a table format, can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

2.3.1. Documenting Embodied Action

All the EDI documentation forms reviewed in this paper take a third person perspective. This view focuses on capturing ephemeral embodied phenomena, such as bodily and social action, the use of artifacts, space and contextual elements (see Supplementary Materials). It is often common to find documentation forms that solely documents one of these (e.g., [41–44] on bodily or social action; ([4,45–47] on artifacts). Capturing these aspects is key to better understand elusive aspects of embodied action, such as how these elements are interconnected, affect, and are affected by the unfolding of the activity [7].

Regarding the medium used, all the forms use textual descriptions, in some cases solely, e.g., [48,49]. In the collection of bodystorming techniques presented by Schleicher et al. [48], text is used to describe an overview of their techniques, and further unpack key aspects of it, such as the artefacts used for ideation. We argue descriptions such as these fall short of capturing the richness of the EDI.

Alternatively, aggregations of different media are used with the performativity purpose of helping more clearly illustrate certain aspects of the EDI activity. The most common approach is accompanying the textual descriptions with graphics, such as photographs (e.g., [4,7,8,41–46,50–56]) or illustrations and drawings (e.g., [57,58]). Another performativity purpose is helping build empirical evidence: Photographs accompanying the main text are widely used, which can also help the reader better understand interaction (e.g., [4,6,41–44–46,50–52–54,56]). For instance, Iacucci and Kuutii [52] captured how participants explored early design ideas through interacting with artifacts in different scenarios. Photographs have also been used to illustrate bodily action (e.g., [6,42–44]) and contextual elements, such as space (e.g., [59]), and artifacts (e.g., [4,45,46,50,51,53,55]). Some researchers have explored the aggregation of photographs and text to create self-contained documentation forms that facilitate a quick understanding of the activity, e.g., Tholander’s Body Cards [60], aggregating a photograph of the activity, a brief description, and an illustrative title.

Other popular graphical medium are illustrations and drawings (e.g., [8,41,51,55]), which help propose and exemplify design constructs that do not exist in a tangible form, e.g., sketches of future designs (e.g., Hummels and van Dijk [51], showing design ideas resulting from the ideation process that they intend to implement), or intangible artefacts (e.g., Djajadiningrat et al. [41] using 3D drawings); or to illustrate body movements or positions (e.g., Kirsh et al. [42], through 3D representations of dance moves). In some cases, the authors motivate this choice of medium for performativity reasons,
e.g., Loke and Robertson [40] used drawn silhouettes of bodily positions to emphasize selected essential aspects of the moving body they find relevant, such as the overall shape of the body, and selected points in it.

Although photographs and drawings are a popular medium, they can provide little insight on the overall contextual and temporal development of the embodied action. Some forms mitigate this by representing snippets of sequences of action (e.g., a series of photographs closely placed), depicting: (i) key moments of the interaction with artefacts, e.g., Ross and Wensveen [54] illustrated their approach showing dancers interacting with an artifact (a lamp) over time; (ii) changes in the artifact, e.g., Cuykendall et al. [61] showed the different stages of video tracks; and (iii) bodily action, e.g., Klooster et al. [43] depicted movement trajectories.

Other ways to capture and present the development of action over time is using representations of analytical results, such as excerpts depicting, and resulting from, interaction analysis [62] or video analysis [63]. For example, Arvola and Artman [57] represented sequences of action through aggregations of photographs and tables that result from interaction analysis, which show spatial arrangements, participants’ positions, gestures, and artifacts [63], cluing the reader on the studied phenomena as well as the author’s methodological approach.

Beyond capturing what happened during EDI activities, a common use of documentation forms is to present and discuss the actual EDI approach, illustrating their aspects of their deployment or the overall method employed (e.g., [8,41,47,55,61]). For this, the most popular medium used is aggregations of textual descriptions and diagrams (some researchers label this graphic format as diagram and others as schema, here we use the standard Oxford English Dictionary definition of diagram that fits both terms as we have reviewed them: “a simplified drawing showing the appearance, structure, or workings of something; a schematic representation”).

For instance, Fogtmann et al. [47] illustrated their Kinesthetic Interaction through a cross tabulation of design themes and key parameters, that they relate to other empirical studies. An interesting performativity aspect of diagrams is that they can synthetize complex concepts, deployment of actions, and practices that characterize the EDI into a more contained graphical form (that usually still needs textual descriptions to be fully understood). They have also been used to capture bodily interaction with artefacts and contextual elements in a more abstract, or compact, way (e.g., [8,41,47,64]).

Most of the forms here have been used to disseminate research (e.g., [6,57,60,61]). For example, in [57], excerpts of the Interaction Analysis helped the authors understand the underlying interaction, gestures and unfolding of action of their embodied ideation activity, and from which they articulate their findings. However, in most cases, it is unclear if the authors also made use of these documentation forms generatively (i.e., internally in their research/design process) and, if so, how they were used and in which ways they were helpful.

2.3.2. Documenting Subjective Embodied Experience

Some EDI activities focus on the subjective and felt experience of the participants and/or designers, which also impact their choice of documentation forms, focused on a first-person perspective. Addressing the felt experience of the lived body is important in design. It emphasizes the subjective bodily experience of the designer-researcher as the primary focus for interaction and contemplation [44] and as a design tool. The designer-researcher engages with their own body, movement, and “felt emotional experience and sense of aesthetics” [24], letting the EDI feed off their own bodily understanding and experience [24], which is used as a design material [6] and to create and furthering explore potential design ideas [65]. When shared among a designers-researchers’ team, this can improve a shared understanding and construction of meaning [24], key to facilitate collaboration and communication. Somatic-oriented HCI designer-researchers (e.g., [5,8,24,45,53,55,65,66]) argued that addressing the felt experience in our research-design can lead to achieving more fulfilling somaesthetic experiences [45].
However, it is widely acknowledged [5,30,45,65,66] that this first-person perspective is usually elusive: it is often tacitly experienced [5]; it is challenging to refer to, and relive; and it eludes language articulations (particularly for people with little or no somatic training [24]). Thus, to effectively transfer, make sense of, and share these first person practices and experiential aspects of them, they need to captured, grounded, and articulated in a systematic manner similar to traditionally done in scientific research, which can be challenging for those without a scientific background [5]. Thus, capturing this elusive experiential design knowledge is a key challenge and goal of documentation.

In published material, the main medium used to document felt experience are textual descriptions and transcriptions of quotes (e.g., [6,44,45,53,59,64]). These are used to report on the subjective experiences of participants. For example, Brandt and Grunnet [59] and Blomkvist and Arvola [67] aggregated participants’ quotes with text to describe their “Service Walkthrough” method. Transcriptions of quotes are also the key format used in EDI activities that have a stronger somatic focus: Höök et al. [45] used quotes to explain the designers’ appreciations after doing Feldenkrais [68]; Jonsson et al. [53] used them to report on bodily sensations and changes after using a heat mat; and Núñez-Pacheco and Loke [69] used them to report on diverse insights from the participants in their explorations on facilitating subjective understanding of heartbeat data.

Another text based medium for reporting on the felt experience can be found in Schiphorst and Anderssen’s documentation of Experience Modeling [44]. They captured and reported on the felt experiences of participants using their Response Cards: sheets of paper with different questions that the participants fill up after each workshop.

However, text is a limited medium to articulate rich bodily experiences, and works in body-based design often try to convey part of the aesthetic experience through the aggregation of evocative images from a third person perspective, pictures and sketches (e.g., [4,70,71]). However, this arguably portrays data in a way that becomes decontextualized in lived bodily sensations and experience. Some researchers, e.g. Jonsson et al. [53], addressed this issue with the use of Experienced Body Sheets, which allow participants to capture subjective bodily sensations by drawing on a body silhouette on paper, mapping sensations and feelings to the associated body part.

Similar to forms from a third person perspective, all of the forms here have been used to disseminate research, allowing the reader have a glimpse into the participants’ felt experience. Some of the published forms (e.g., Jonsson and coworkers’ Experienced Body Sheets [53], or Schiphorst and Anderssen’s Response Cards [44]) suggest that researchers have also used them internally, although it is unclear how. This makes it difficult drawing further conclusions regarding their performativity and role in the research/design process, hindering the potential use and appropriation by others.

2.3.3. Documenting Complementary Perspectives

Finally, some researchers have explored forms that make use of complementary first and third person perspectives, such as Loke and Robertson in their studies of the moving body in dance [40]. They provide designers with a set of tools and methods that allow them to move along, and integrate, three different perspectives on movement: (i) the mover (felt, subjective, first person experience); (ii) the observer (external, third person approach to the moving body); and (iii) the machine (movement as interpreted by the technology). The observer perspective is portrayed with an aggregation of drawings of movement sequences, textual Laban analysis descriptions, and schemas of movement trajectories. The machine view is presented with a schema that illustrates sensors and mappings of input/output. We find their inspirational resource kit an interesting example [40]. This is an aggregation of ready available images and evocative texts, textual descriptions, sketches, and plans that are used by dancers to create complex choreographies. The aggregations used in the kit can help understand the way participants act and experience action [72] (p. 301); the sketches are annotated describing aspects of the felt experience or a particular experiential quality. Aggregations such as this present an account of both the mover view and the observer view (the latter is prioritized over the former).
Although the documentation is presented to support presenting research findings, the authors envision the kit as a resource to enable designers to return to the dancers’ original ideas, thus supporting both archival and generative uses of the documentation.

2.3.4. Concluding Remarks

We have discussed the importance of documenting EDI activities, as well as some of their inherent challenges. We have reviewed how previous works document embodied action and felt experience arising from EDI activities from a first and third person perspective, focusing on the medium that authors use to capture and report on their research or design. Our review shows that most of the works documenting a third person perspective fall short in capturing the physical, social and contextual richness of the unfolding interaction. Those that tackle the sequential nature of interaction usually focus on aspects of the embodied activity at selected, specific moments that help them articulate or illustrate their insights, approach, process, etc., rather than on the deployment of the activity over time. Documentation of the felt experience often provides rich insights but in a decontextualized manner.

Then, the vast majority of documentation exemplars stated above have a clear archival focus (see Supplementary Materials), being used for research dissemination: their main role being illustrating a point or providing empirical evidence, which improves the quality, understandability and validity of the publication. This is expected, given that we reviewed published research or design. However, our review yields little information about if and how documentation has been internally used during design processes (with some exceptions). We presume the reason is that these documentation forms have not yet reached research dissemination venues, which limits the potential adoption and appropriation of interesting documentation forms that can be useful for researchers-designers. Although the HCI research community is becoming more sensitive towards the use of alternative documentation forms (e.g., the creation of new tracks that encourage and allow heavier graphic content, such as pictorials [73]), the call for a stronger focus on documentation forms and important practical considerations (e.g., their medium, performativity, and role) [9] still applies now.

3. Documenting Embodied Sketching

In this paper, we focus on documentation forms developed for a particular form of EDI: embodied sketching [6,7]. Embodied Sketching is an umbrella term that describes EDI in which designers use their physical involvement as design material, and explore it as possible constituent of future technology-supported experiences.

Similar to other EDI activities, movement is important to access, understand, and share the embodied potential and impact of technology-supported experiences. In embodied sketching, movement is also used as an important tool to envision and shape these yet non-existent experiences. Hence, an additional documentation challenge in embodied sketching is capturing those yet non-existent experiences that are sketched in-the-moment, through movement. While traditional sketches are the result of an embodied design activity in which designers use the movement of their hands, fingers, etc. to capture future designs (artifacts and technology) with the help of pen and paper (or equivalent means), the results of embodied sketching (what we call embodied sketches), are only apparent when the designers are physically engaged, and gone a minute after (unless it is partially captured with an external means to the process of sketching, e.g., video cameras). This ephemerality is distinctive to embodied sketching design activities.

Some of the EDI reviewed before could be considered embodied sketching, such as bodystorming, physical movement sketching, choreography of interaction, sensitizing activities, and co-creation activities [24].

In our work, we have used embodied sketching activities to explore design concepts for rich embodied action both from a first and the third person perspective, depending if the focus was on the subjective and personal sensorial and emotional experience of the designer, or on the physical but also social experience of a group of designers. The challenges involved in facilitating and documenting
activities with each of these foci are different. In the following sections, we present the three cases. We first introduce the two bodystorming workshops and their respective documentation forms, and then the sensitizing designers activity and its documentation form. Each deals with different issues of ephemerality and elusiveness, which we review and elaborate upon throughout the rest of the article.

4. Documenting Bodystorming Activities

We have engaged in embodied sketching using a third person focus in bodystorming sessions designing for technology-supported collocated social activities. In our bodystormings [7], designers use their bodies, available props, and the space around to develop and sketch ideas from scratch. The drivers of these ideas are interesting embodied actions that will be repeated over and over during the experience: embodied core mechanics. They are named after the homonymous term used in game design for repetitive actions players do to advance the game [74], yet they foreground the “physically realized and socially situated phenomena” ([75], p. 115) in which they emerge, where the physical and social aspects of the situation work together and influence the way that participants participate and act.

When bodystorming, we follow a holistic, action-centered design approach, i.e., our design focus are actions that are partially supported by interactive technology, which we also design [6,76], and other activity-defining aspects (e.g., rules for interaction), and contextual elements (e.g., the layout of participants, physical props, and elements in the physical space), which we design, arrange, or appropriate [76]. A holistic design approach such as this is frequent in installations-based designs [77] and in party movement-based games [78,79]. This approach sets up a distinctive design target different to other EDI activities that are more artifact-focused, and hence have specific documentation requirements and challenges.

In this article, we present two bodystorming cases, HangXRT and Move:ie, which have been reported before in a publication presenting their methodological considerations and comprehensive details about the resulting designs [7]. Here, instead, we introduce each design case focusing on the design-research challenge at the moment, and on the actual documentation needs, which motivated the development of each documentation form. Each form is presented in detail and finally discussed using Bardzell and coworkers’ [9] core considerations of medium, performativity and role in the RtD process.

4.1. Bodystorming in the HangXRT Case

Hanging had been previously used at the lab where this bodystorming took place, as a core mechanic for a game [80]. The HangXRT bodystorming was meant to further explore this design space and find new related embodied core mechanics (that involved hanging) that supported interesting embodied relationships with others and the surrounding physical space, and had potential for physical collocated social play activities.

The bodystorming technique employed is fully explained and motivated in [7], and here we only summarize key aspects of the workshop: participants were encouraged to follow a “show, don’t tell” [81] attitude to propose, test, and work with embodied core mechanics, i.e., they were encouraged to physically act ideas out. They were encouraged to use available resources around, including other players, the space (including a TRX fitness equipment [82] attached to the ceiling through fixed eyelets, and benches), and props (including play, and fitness artifacts, Styrofoam swords and mats, a basketball ball, tennis balls, a skateboard and a Pilates ball). Participation was regulated with turn-taking: one participant would propose and enact an embodied core mechanic with the help of the rest; then anybody could build on this idea with the help of the group, suggesting (and hence playing) variations, such as adding a new rule, using different props, etc. Five designers-researchers participated in this workshop, one of whom (co-author of this paper) also acted as facilitator.
The workshop lasted 45 min and was video recorded with a single static camera offering a frontal view of the activity (see Figure 1), capturing the whole space where it took place.

4.1.1. The Challenges of Analyzing and Documenting the HangXRT Case

The bodystorming rules encouraged the emergence of ensuing embodied core mechanics, which were sketched physically by the players (see Figure 1). Each embodied sketch was accessible and actionable as it was played, disappearing or evolving into another sketch (variation of the earlier embodied core mechanic, or a completely new one) a moment after.

![Figure 1. A screenshot from the HangXRT video recordings. Two players holding onto the TRX fitness equipment. One of them is up in the air swinging to hit a Styrofoam mat. Two researchers are holding mats in the air as targets for the players.](image)

This characterized the peculiar ephemeralty of this bodystorming, which drove the development of this workshop’s documentation form. Another key aspect that shaped this form was the designers-researchers’ analytical need of capturing the key design resources and how they supported each embodied core mechanic (which was elusive).

4.1.2. Analysis and Preliminary Documentation Form

All these elusive aspects belong to the representational problem of capturing action [83] that is observable from a third person perspective—the observer’s perspective [8,40]. Existent documentation forms that focus on this perspective are, e.g., Labanotation [84], and Interaction Analysis [62]. These methods have long been used in HCI and IxD, as analytical tools as well as to support research dissemination (e.g., [57,85]).

Given our focus on capturing the impact and interconnection of design resources used to support not only ongoing embodied core mechanics, but also to inspire the emergence of subsequent ones, we used Interaction Analysis (IA) [7,62,86] to analyze our video recordings. IA is a qualitative approach inspired in Conversation Analysis (CA) that focuses on how embodied action evolves, studying how people use and understand shared resources for embodied action, i.e., bodily, artifactual, verbal, spatial and social [62]. We coded the design resources used (e.g., a particular prop, a rearrangement of the space, a new rule, etc.), how, and when they were used. We also noted each contribution of the participants (who contributed and when), the nature of this contribution (the use, inclusion, change, or removal of a particular design resource), its function (e.g., as a comment, reaction, or suggestion), how it was communicated (e.g., a verbal contribution, a gesture, or an action), and its role and impact on the ongoing embodied core mechanic (e.g., playing it, testing it, suggesting a change for it, or proposing a completely new embodied core mechanic). We coded these aspects chronologically to
understand how each particular contribution supported and developed the ongoing embodied core mechanic, and how it impacted subsequent ones.

This type of analysis resulted in a large table consisting of chronologically ordered events (one per row) for each embodied sketch (ten in total, some of which included several variations; see [7] for further details), capturing fine-grained details of the interaction: a column was dedicated to each coded item for each of the participants; additional columns were used for comments and reflections (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Screenshot of the codes of the datasheet for the HangXRT case. The different columns and rows can be observed. They have also been color-coded to enhance the readability.](image)

Although comprehensive, the table documentation form proved unfit for internal use (communications and discussion sessions). Particularly challenging were: making sense of orderly action; distinguishing different embodied sketches; understanding how these evolved; understanding the role that design resources had to support ongoing sketches as well as the emergence of subsequent ones; and understanding temporal and spatial contiguity (e.g., x seconds of action involved more than 30 columns and 70 rows). This forced designers-researchers to frequently revise the original video recording, which was time-consuming.

This made us question the usefulness of the table. Although exhaustive, potentially interesting embodied core mechanics, and promising design resources that could support them eluded us. Using Bardzell and coworkers’ [9] core qualities, the medium of this documentation form limited its performative role and capacity to support following stages in our RtD process.
4.1.3. Alternative Documentation Form for the HangXRT Case: the Bodystroming Braid

We sought alternative mediums that allowed us to visualize chronologically ordered events. We engaged in an analytical process curating the data coded in the table to represent that which had a direct impact, and gave rise to observable changes in embodied sketches. We explored different aggregations and mediums and found particularly illustrative and useful those that depicted the evolution of embodied sketches. We settled on what we called “The Bodystorming Braid” (Figure 3), an aggregation of images, texts and graphics that depicts action as it unfolds over time (horizontal axis represents temporal dimension), showing the different embodied sketches and how they are supported and shaped by particular design resources.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3.** The whole Bodystorming Braid in miniature (a real size version does not fit in this article’s format), intended to provide the reader with a sense of the number of embodied sketches generated, grouped into nodes that have family resemblance. The Supplementary Materials contain a version of this image that can be enlarged.

In the Bodystorming Braid, each embodied sketch is represented as a separate unit (annotated in Figure 4). Variations of one embodied sketch are grouped together in a node (annotated in Figure 4). They usually bore certain family resemblance with one another. Each embodied sketch includes a representative screenshot from the workshop’s video material, a name, a brief description of that embodied sketch, and a set of descriptors in the form of strands. They capture the prevailing bodily action that the main player is engaged in, and the design resources that sustain it.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.** Close-up of the Bodystorming Braid of four embodied sketches: “projections on the floor”, “skate”, “basketball ball” and “sitting on a ball”. Annotations (blue text and graphics) mark distinctive components of this documentation form.
Figure 4 shows a strand for the following (annotated on the upper left in Figure 4): artifacts used, the technology participants envisioned, and concrete technology functions that participants faked via enactment (a low fidelity version of the Wizard of Oz technique [87]). These strands visualize how some of these elements remain unchanged from one embodied sketch to the next (1, 4 and 5 in Figure 4), how some are dropped (3 in Figure 4), or others added (2 in Figure 4).

A close up of a central node in Figure 4 shows how two key components of a previous embodied sketch (first two strands: hanging, and the use of the TRX) linger and shape the following node. For example, in the “projections on the floor” embodied sketch, a person hanging from the TRX has to move following objects displayed on the floor, which the participants envisioned to be projections and represented using pieces of Styrofoam. After this embodied sketch is played, it is further developed including a new prevailing bodily action and a new artifact (2 in Figure 4), which gave rise to a new embodied sketch “skate:” the player hanging from the TRX is now standing on a skateboard, used to move towards the imagined projections. This variation adds the extra challenge of balancing on the skate while moving, as well as that of navigating the space with the skateboard’s movement constraints.

Two elements from the sketches in this node (hanging and the TRX; 4 in Figure 4) remained for the next embodied sketch, “sitting on a ball”, where a person tries to maintain the balance without touching the floor while sitting on a Pilates ball and holding onto the TRX. Variations of this sketch do not emerge and hence this sketch constitutes a node on its own. For the next embodied sketch (not fully depicted in Figure 4), the players continued exploring the action of maintaining the balance, and kept the TRX and Pilates ball. Interestingly, the idea of standing that appeared in the second to last node is brought back (5 in Figure 4).

4.1.4. Reflecting on the Bodystorming Braid Form: Advantages and Shortcomings

We found that the Bodystorming Braid’s medium, i.e., the aggregation of graphics, text and images for representing the workshop, aligned well with the performativity we were seeking from a documentation form: it was easy to have a good overview and understanding of how the activity unfolded, as well as the key elements that shaped it: the design resources. We could distinguish how these were introduced or abandoned from one embodied sketch or node to the followings. It also made clear if they came back in the ideation process after disappearing during several sketches or nodes, which suggested they were considered interesting resources for design. In addition, particular embodied core mechanics were easier to identify, understand, refer to, and relate and compare to one another. Unlike with the table, the elements that shaped the embodied core mechanics were clearly visible, as well as their impact in present and following embodied sketches. The additional visualization of “the action” through the representative screenshot at each embodied sketch complemented the descriptions of the embodied sketches, providing relevant information about the prevalent physical action, the spatial layout, and social participation.

In addition, related to performativity, we found that this form balanced well the representation of an overview of unfolding action and relevant interactional, contextual, and temporal details, very notable in comparison to the original table. This was key to support our R&D process. In particular, through engaging with the braid (creating it and using it), we understood better how embodied sketches were created, changed and discarded. This allowed us to have more efficient and productive internal design discussions, and unlike before, we seldom needed to resort to the raw video-material. In addition, this documentation form was useful to communicate informal results and insights to other designers in our research group that did not participate in the workshop or the analysis. Finally, this form also proved to be useful for supporting research dissemination [6,7].

However, the Bodystorming Braid also presents certain challenges and drawbacks. The tradeoff of presenting “action” in a glimpse is missing other interaction details, potentially relevant for future design and research activities, such as conversational participation in the form of comments, conceptual associations, and some suggestions that were not enacted, and individual contributions. This was a conscious choice (note that this data was available in our table; see Figure 2) based on the performativity
sought: capturing a condensed overview of the workshop, distinguishing embodied core mechanics, and understanding how they evolved and what made them possible (supporting design resources).

Then, although the temporal representation of action is chronological, it does not accurately specify when events happened. This was a deliberate choice, given our prime interest on distinguishing and understanding what made embodied sketches possible. However, we realized that sketch duration was a valuable parameter when discussing player engagement, which was not provided in the braid. Note that the length of the embodied sketches in Figure 4 is similar, but the duration of player engagement with “projections on the floor” was substantially longer (90 s) than with “sitting on a ball” (5 s). Hence, future Bodystorming Braids would reflect sketch duration (either with a numerical annotation or with a proportional sketch length).

The primary **RtD support** of this form of documentation was internal discussions in our research team, yet we also used it to support research dissemination [6,7]. To make the braid useful for the later purpose, we needed to add instructions about how to “read” it, as well as details and clarifications to the embodied sketches (similar to here). Although this speaks of a documentation form that is not auto contained for external use, the annotated and explained braid presented well what happened in the workshop, reflecting outcomes and insights in a way that neither the raw video material nor the analysis table would have, given their size and complexity.

Table 1 provides an overview of what this form of documentation captures, as well as its main characteristics regarding its medium, performativity, and role in RtD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capturing: Medium</th>
<th>Performativity</th>
<th>Role in RtD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronological unfolding of action showing different embodied sketches supported by design resources.</td>
<td>Aggregation of images, texts and graphics in the form of braid.</td>
<td>Provide an overview of the activity; allowing to identify understand, refer to, relate and compare embodied core mechanics as well as how relevant interactional, contextual, and temporal details shaped them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Bodystorming in the Movie:ie Case

The Movie:ie case (Figure 5) taps into a different application domain: interactive performances. Organized by colleagues at the Department of Computer and System Sciences of Stockholm University, and in collaboration with a local artist, six participants (including the two co-authors of this paper, one of whom facilitated the workshop) explored ways of augmenting a short movie to become a movement-based interactive experience for children based on the movie’s plot, themes, and values. The workshop was divided into an introduction session (~90 min) and two ideation sessions (~1.5 h) with breaks in between; the first ideation session focused on idea exploration, and the second on concretizing, polishing, and packaging ideas in the form of a 1–3 min video prototype.

In the introduction session, the short movie was watched continued by a value-focused discussion with the local artist. Then, in preparation for the upcoming EDI activity, the participants engaged in a warming up session (co-facilitated by the second author of this paper) focused on movement, social interaction, and exploration of the space. Afterwards, a similar bodystorming technique to in the HangXRT was explained, emphasizing a “show, don’t tell” attitude; making use of the various artifacts, crafting, and play materials; and collaboratively creating and iterating everyone’s ideas. However, participation was structured differently from the HangXRT: participants were first given some minutes to individually think about possible interactive experiences that were aligned to the core values of the movie, which were then explained and enacted to the other members of the group. They would then be collaboratively iterated and refined through enactment. Both sessions were video recorded with a static camera placed on a high corner of the space. Other documentation forms involved pictures of artifacts designers created, and the video-prototype generated by the participants.
4.2.1. The Challenges of Analyzing and Documenting the Move:ie Case

Concepts took the center stage in this workshop, and they spoke of values, materials, experiential qualities, and interactional properties. Many of them were elusive since they resulted from, or evoked by physical enactment, and crafting, yet few had a clear unequivocal material or bodily representation. For instance, participants envisioned complex future technology, such as an immersive installation with ambient technology that would react to the participants’ movements. Although participants choreographed part of the interaction, the representation of the technical installation was mostly discussed and only enacted for the video-prototype. Even embodied core mechanics were often only partially enacted; they were frequently verbalized as vague, abstract, and complex conceptual actions, which the participants found difficult to fully enact during the video-prototype. For example, dancing was at the core of many ideas (as it was in the movie), but often it was not clear what the dance itself would be, or how would it be tied to or supported by technology. In terms of ephemerality, some concepts appeared often only briefly and had a minimal impact in subsequent ideas, while some lingered as they were discussed more in depth; some appeared briefly yet they evoked other concepts, and some receded from the discussion but later re-emerged. The impact of each idea was hence elusive at a first glance.

4.2.2. Analysis and Preliminary Documentation Form

The main performativity goal for this documentation form was capturing how each idea emerged and evolved over time, how they influenced subsequent ones, and the design elements at the core of each idea. Similar to before, we employed IA to analyze the video-material, coding the contributions of participants (their original ideas, and contributions to others’), the emergent ideas and their type, their impact in the ideation process (e.g., if they evoked other ideas, if they engaged designers and how), the design resources used (tangible or not), embodied core mechanics (discussed and enacted), mentions to envisioned technology, and the spatial configuration of participants and objects.

Similar to the previous case, the outcome was an extensive database in the form of a table capturing fine-grained details of sequential events that were chronologically logged (see Figure 6). Once again, the challenge faced was curating and transforming this documentation form into one that made easier the access, understand, and extraction of insights from our data analysis.
Figure 6. Screenshot of the codes of the datasheet for the Move:ie case. The different columns and rows can be observed. Some of them were color-coded to enhance the datasheet’s readability.

Given the similar research focus between the cases and envisioned performativity goal for the documentation forms, we first tried to use the Bodystorming Braid. Through this curation process, we grouped ideas into four different scenarios (likened to the nodes in Bodystorming Braid), which the participants captured in video-prototypes (described in full in [7]). However, this EDI activity relied heavily on verbal contributions in the form of abstract concepts that did not always materialize in concrete and clearly distinctive ideas or actions supported by observable design resources, similar to the embodied sketches in the previous case. They were mostly influential concepts, some of which materialized in the final scenarios. The fundamental differences between both design activities and their outcomes hence questioned the feasibility and fitness of this documentation form.

Upon a closer look at when and how concrete ideas came to life, this often happened in some way at the end of the first EDI session (per instruction, the first EDI session would conclude with concrete ideas, which would be polished and packaged during the second EDI), and undoubtedly at the end of the second session, when participants polished the scenarios in preparation for their enactment for the video-prototype.

Often, the former needed iteration, clarification, and further polishing before becoming concrete and specified enough to be enacted and packaged in a video form. This process turned the amalgam of abstract concepts into concrete interactive activities. However, we noticed differences among the concretization process of ideas, which motivated our choice of documentation form.
4.2.3. Alternative Documentation Form for the Movieie Case: Double Diamond Representation

An additional performativity goal of the sought documentation form was clarifying the concretization process of each scenario. We realized that the ideation process of each converged and diverged differently and during internal discussions, we discussed this frequently referring to the double diamond design process model (n.d., see Figure 7) that depicts ensuing phases of divergence and convergence in iterative product development processes. We found that it fitted well with the workshop’s structure and how ideation unfolded. We appropriated this model to reflect the particularities of our workshop, and to work towards the desired performativity for this form, and represented each scenario (Figure 8; enlarged representations in the Supplementary Materials). The main differences with our diamonds are their placement along a vertical axis representing time to show the chronological unfolding of the EDI and emergence of ideas, a box at the end of each diamond to describe the ideas at the end of EDIs, and the diamond’s content: annotations of types of ideas discussed, which are color coded and abbreviated (for space reasons): orange for core mechanics (cm), green for values (v), turquoise for artifacts (a), red for materials (m), and purple for envisioned technology (t). Colors are arbitrarily chosen with enough tonal difference to allow easy differentiation. Some ideas are not abbreviated, to serve as examples of what was being discussed (e.g., some values in Figure 8b (“collaborative”), or, in the same figure, envisioned technology (“screen”)).

**Figure 7.** A representation of the double diamond design process model. From left to right, it depicts two design cycles (rhomboids) with a divergent and a convergent phase each. During the first cycle, the divergent phase is a generative ideation stage where the design space is opened and possibilities are explored. A convergent phase follows, where ideas are polished, defined, and prioritized. Some of these pass on to the second cycle, where they are further explored (divergent phase) first, and then concretized in a final convergent phase, ending in a concrete design solution.

Another difference with our diamonds is its geometrical shape, a convex kite, where each pair of equal-length adjacent sides was drawn to roughly represent the duration of the divergent and convergent phases of the EDIs, and their angles to roughly represent the degree of divergence/convergence of each phase. Each diamond (their quadrilateral diagonal) is placed vertically, and its outline and content represent the temporal emergence of ideas. This feature of the medium worked towards for a particular performativity: visualizing the way each scenario concretized.

In the following, we describe two scenarios (of four) that deviated most from the canonical double diamond shape (these and the rest of the scenarios are described in [7]). The particularity of the scenario “bubbles” (Figure 8c) is that participants did not engage in a second EDI. During the divergent phase of the first EDI, participants proposed and discussed several core mechanics, artifacts, values, etc. Then, the subsequent convergent phase concretized in such a clear and well-defined idea (with concrete goals, core mechanics and envisioned technology) that participants directly enacted and recorded it in the second EDI.
Figure 8. Each panel (a–d) depicts a Double Diamond representing one scenario: (a) the “flash mob” scenario; (b) the “monster” scenario; (c) the “bubbles” scenario; and (d) the “sandbox” scenario. The Supplementary Materials include a version of these images that can be enlarged.

The particularity of the fourth scenario, “sandbox” (Figure 8d), is that the ideation process culminated in three distinct ideas. The idea the participants reached to before the end of the first EDI was vague and underspecified. In the second EDI, participants recapped some concepts in first EDI and discussed related new ones (divergent phase). Many core mechanics were discussed during the subsequent convergent phase and some conflicted with, or excluded others. Participants were unable to settle on a single concrete idea, and decided to present and enact three of them.

The Double Diamond documentation form yielded interesting insights. Despite participants were instructed to converge to concrete ideas before the first EDI finished, this did not always happen as
expected; often, this first EDI did not converge enough to result in easily articulable and concrete ideas that could be enacted (see truncated convergent phases and first boxes in Figure 8). This happened more during the packaging phase in the second EDI (second kite and boxes in Figure 8) when participants had to enact for the video prototypes.

In addition, not all scenarios converged/diverged the same way and had different EDIs (of number and type; see Figure 8 a–d), which impacted the design outcome: some scenarios presented long divergent phases and short convergent ones, resulting in more vague ideas (Figure 8b); others did not require of a second EDI, since the first converged to a concrete and polished enough idea ready to be packaged (Figure 8c); a scenario had its first convergence phase truncated too soon, before participants settled on a particular core mechanic among those discussed. This led to a second EDI that concluded with three different final ideas (Figure 8d). These differences are particularly interesting given that the underlying goal, materials, and structure of the workshop (instructions, time frame) were the same for all the scenarios, and yet, idiosyncratic differences between them made their process and outcomes to vary substantially.

Studying these observations made apparent the deep interconnection between the type of ideas discussed and structural aspects (e.g., convergence/divergence and duration of phases): the EDI activities in this workshop were mostly divergent, and abstract concepts and ideas abounded. However, when core mechanics emerged, mostly in the second EDI session (see, e.g., Figure 8d), the EDI activity tended to converge to more concrete scenarios, and discussions about how to support these emerged. Overall, this form clarified when and how each scenario concretized, and how this impacted the final outcome; it unraveled the difficulty to merge similar core mechanics into one same idea and the importance of core mechanics to concretize abstract conceptualizations. Last, the color and abbreviated annotations made the type of concepts that influenced key elements that shaped the activity easily observable.

4.2.4. Reflecting on the Double Diamond Representations: Advantages and Shortcomings

We found that the Double Diamond’s medium (aggregations of graphics and texts that shows the types of ideas that shaped the final design outcome, which are circumscribed by a kite whose sides represent features of the convergence/divergence of the EDIs) supported an interesting performativity: compared to the table, a good overview of how the scenarios unfolded, the outcome of each EDI session, and differences between them were easier and clearer. In addition, it made apparent the deep interconnection between the type of ideas discussed and structural aspects (e.g., convergence/divergence and duration of phases): EDI activities in this workshop were mostly divergent, and abstract concepts and ideas abounded. However, when core mechanics emerged, mostly in the second EDI session (see, e.g., Figure 8d), the EDI session tended to converge to more concrete scenarios, and discussions about how to support these emerged. Overall, this form clarified when and how each scenario concretized, and how this impacted the final outcome; it unraveled the difficulty to merge similar core mechanics into one same idea and the importance of core mechanics to concretize abstract conceptualizations. Last, the color and abbreviated annotations made the type of concepts that influenced key elements that shaped the activity easily observable.

As in the HangXRT, the primary RiD support of this form of documentation was internal discussions about design outcomes that were considered as part of a larger design process, and analytical discussions that uncovered insights such as the above. In addition, similar to the HangXRT case, once the new documentation form was created, revisions of the IA table or the raw data were significantly less frequent, which improved the efficiency of these discussions. Similar to the Bodystorming Braid, the Double Diamond was useful to help disseminate our research: internally (to team members that did not participated in the workshop), and externally in academic fora (see [7]), providing empirical evidence in a more accessible, understandable and efficient way than the raw material or the analysis table could do, given their size and complexity.

However, this form also presents challenges and drawbacks. Similar to the Bodystorming Braid, the Double Diamond is not completely self-explanatory, and hence might be challenging to read by an external audience without further explanations. Whenever used in dissemination pieces, they will likely need “reading” instructions (see [6,7], and this article), and additional contextual information, such as brief descriptions of the scenarios.
Finally, important interactional elements in the workshop are lost, such as verbal participation, a particularly important element here since ideation relied heavily on discussions. The Double Diamond captured only part of these discussions in the form of an abbreviation of the type of ideas discussed, and only occasionally spelled out notable ideas. We realized these aspects of this form’s medium had performativity value: drawing the researchers-designers’ attention in internal design activities; We started considering exploring this type of curation for that particular purpose. This intention materialized when also considering how the Double Diamond provided some temporal notion of idea evolution, but missed more accurate information, such as the exact moment when an idea emerged, or its duration. Most importantly, the annotations represented a quantitative content analysis of ideas types (highlighting the frequency of a particular type), missing important qualitative information, such as what idea was being discussed, and the importance and attention participants give to it.

All considered, we found that the Double Diamond addressed the **performativity** we sought: understanding how the ideation activity unfolded and embodied sketches developed through concept ideation, including artifacts and envisioned technology. However, the choice of **medium** fell short of capturing important aspects, such as the interconnection, influence, and impact of ideas.

Table 2 provides an overview of what this form of documentation captures, as well as its main characteristics regarding its medium, performativity, and role in RtD.

### Table 2. Overview of the Double Diamonds’ core qualities and what they capture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capturing:</th>
<th>Medium: Aggregation of diamond-like shapes with text and color-coded annotations.</th>
<th>Performativity: Understanding the unfolding of the activity; clarifying the concretization process of each scenario, revealing differences between them and the interconnection between their structure and the type of ideas discussed.</th>
<th>Role in RtD: Support internal design discussions; share results and insights to other designers; research dissemination.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronological unfolding of the scenarios with divergent and convergent phases, types of ideas discussed and summaries of final ideas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.5. Towards a More Qualitative Form of the Double Diamond Representation**

We explored variations of the Double Diamond that better captured the temporal evolution of ideas and their impact, while keeping important and useful features that form, such as its structural meaning (i.e., convergent and divergent phases), and ease of overview and scanning for ideas types. Here, we present an interesting variation; for brevity’s sake, we illustrate it only applied to the “sandbox” scenario (Figure 9).

Different from the previous version, here, each idea is spelled out and labeled to improve readability, and presented within a bubble that is color coded per idea type (see Figure 9). Hence, this more colored diamond version helps read predominance of idea type. For instance, core mechanics are the most prevalent idea type in the second diamond as seen by the yellow supremacy in this EDI session.

Similar to the previous version, the vertical axis represents temporal evolution, and it is visible when ideas emerge. However, bubbles here extend vertically to also show idea duration in a glimpse, hence longer bubbles represent ideas that were discussed longer likely had a stronger impact in subsequent discussions. For instance, Figure 9 shows how two core mechanics where considered and prevailed throughout most of the first EDI, influencing its outcome (first box in Figure 9). These core mechanics continue throughout the second EDI, influencing the final outcomes (one, “move”, influenced two final ideas, whereas the other, “dance”, influenced one).

The importance and focus on ideas is not only represented vertically, but also horizontally: their width shows how much participants engaged with them (i.e., discussed, iterated, considered them), so the wider the bubbles, the more interest and engagement ideas provoked.

Overall, the RtD role of this visualization is very similar to the original (supporting internal design-research processes, but also supporting research dissemination [7]). However, an added
performativity values of this representation is that: (i) it captures ideation in greater detail, and accuracy thanks to the medium feature of concept labeling; and (ii) it helps to better and clearer illustrate the prevailing type of elements during session thanks to the color predominance feature of this form. The downside of this form is the major time and effort investment it requires: first, additional consultation to the IA table was needed to extract more exact information about appearance time and duration of each idea, and the interest each provoked. In addition, additional graphic design skills were required to portray and fit the concept bubbles within the diamonds in a chronologically, impact, and relational accurate way.

Figure 9. Double Diamond variation of the scenario “sandbox” using a more qualitative form. The Supplementary Materials include a version of these images that can be enlarged.

4.3. Final Reflections on Documenting Bodystorming Activities

In both workshops, in addition to the challenge of capturing the ephemeral bodily and social engagement [57,88], we faced the extra challenge of capturing elusive designs constructs that gave rise and/or supported the embodied core mechanics, e.g., resources for action, rapidly emerging and changing embodied sketches in the HangXRT; concepts that did not have a clear and unequivocal tangible or bodily representation in the Move:ie case. Although these were usually accessible and actionable by the designers-researchers present in these ideation activities, how they interact with each other and work together in support of the experience was often elusive and hard to access later in the RtD process.
Documentation forms used in both workshops addressed this challenge: video-recordings captured most of the designers’ actions, pictures captured materials used and build, and video-prototypes captured a representation of final ideas. However, the medium of each of these did not measured up to our performativity needs, masking important aspects (i.e., the elusive): the video-prototypes were overly simplistic omitting important conceptual information; video recordings were accurate representations of action, but this accuracy came with the cost of impracticality (as a tool to be consulted often), and elusiveness (specific data of interest was absorbed among rich interactional data that was not of interest at the time).

As is usual when coding action in collocated social situations, the analysis performed together with our research interest helped filter and scope the data captured [89]. Although these analyses lose accuracy, they remain, and even become, more research relevant. In our case, we take inspiration in Goodwin [89], who pointed out how embodied resources of interactants are not always at play, nor relevant, at every particular moment. Our analysis focused on the design resources and contextual elements that participants oriented to and used in ideation as well as on depicting the actual evolution of ideas and action. Although this analytical focus helped us scope our data, the type of microanalysis produced a database of such a size and level of detail that resulted impractical as well. While it captured our elusive of interest, it did not work to portray it clearly, making it still difficult to visualize, access, and understand internally and use externally.

To better represent how ideas emerged and evolved, we needed a different visualization form that not only narrowed down the data represented (and degree of detail), but also presented it in a clear and accessible way. Here, we also used our research interests to curate data from the IA datasets, to be represented in both the Bodystorming Braid and the Double Diamond forms.

Although both respond to the same analytical interest and came from a similar type of analysis, idiosyncratic differences between workshops invited the use of different documentation forms: In the HangXRT case, the participants engaged in ideation mostly through bodily action that was annotated with verbal participation, while, in the Move:ie workshop, action evoked and annotated concepts. Hence, they gave rise to different elusive phenomena to be documented.

Both documentation forms were key to better understand how ideas emerged and evolved, and the support and importance of varied design resources (including tangible, conceptual, and contextual ones), supporting reflections, internal discussions, and research disseminating.

5. The Elusive First Person Experience

We engaged in embodied sketching using a first person focus during Sensitizing Design Activities. This EDI method draws from Somaesthetics, an interdisciplinary field that foregrounds the role of the body as an object of aesthetic representation, as well as subjectivity for aesthetic appreciation, and that suggests to improve one’s experiences by improving one’s sensibility (i.e., perception and appreciation) and performance [90]. Sensitizing design activities tend to use a particular body practice or discipline to cultivate the somatic aesthetic appreciation and sensibility of designers (e.g., Feldenkrais [45]), and they are often held before design sessions (e.g., Höök et al. [45,53]) to help designers access and articulate interesting embodied phenomena that are relevant for the future experience they want to design. Thus, returning to this ephemeral experience is important, to evoke inspirational moments lived, sensations experienced, and to refresh and activate somatic sensibilities developed during the sensitizing activity.

The sensitizing activity reported in this article was designed to complement the HangXRT case. Inspired in defamiliarization techniques and methods [8], the goal of the activity was to explore further the concept of hanging from a first-person perspective [30,55]. A somaesthetic pragmatic discipline, AntiGravity (AG) Fitness [91], was selected because it shares an essential aspect with the activity designers wanted to design: hanging. In AG, hanging is performed with a hammock, used in a variety of exercises that range from the typical hammock swinging, to flips, aerial poses, and acrobatic falls. In this workshop, six designers-researchers engaged in different hanging situations to facilitate a deeper
and wider understanding of what hanging could be and mean \[5,8\], both quotidian and unusual, which supported a reflective and introspective somatic state that helped them appreciate important aesthetic aspects of the experience of hanging. Similar to \[45\], the shared bodily activity was meant to help the designers to better articulate, share, and understand one another’s felt experience, as well as to support creativity during a posterior brainstorming session.

The workshop was split in two parts: first, the participants engaged in an Antigravity (AG) Yoga class, held by a researcher, also certified as an AG Fitness instructor. Then, they engaged in a brainstorming session facilitated by the same person.

Both sessions were video-recorded with a static camera capturing a long-shot of the room (Figure 10). The facilitator also documented the bodystorming writing key words and sentences in post-its, which were shared with the participants at the end to comment, complete, and correct as needed.

![Figure 10. Screenshot of the raw video data of the sensitizing designers workshop. In this image, the designer-researchers are in an inversion pose, hanging from the hammock.](image)

5.1. The Challenges of Analyzing and Documenting the Sensitizing Case

During the brainstorming session, ideas, considerations and discussions came up fluently and smoothly. These were frequently connected to particular moments of the experience, to characteristic features of the activity and the material in use (the AG hammock) and to bodily experiences, many of which were novel for the participants. Discussions about these moments, features, or experiences evoked interesting considerations. Participants sometimes had different impressions of the same moment in class. For example, one designer commented on how empowering a particular pose felt, which contrasted with another’s apprehension to that same pose. Although participants were colleagues and knew each other, they were remarkably and unusually open to share genuine personal, intimate, and delicate feelings with the group. Similar effects have been reported in other projects (e.g., \[45,53\]), and may be a consequence of sharing a deeply bodily and aesthetically revealing shared activity \[92\].

Besides capturing ephemeral body and social action and posterior discussion, there was the additional challenge of capturing the elusive first-person experience of the designers, in particular the reflective and introspective somatic states they discussed having. We were especially interested in their relation to the activity they had lived and the components that supported it (including core mechanics, equipment such as the hammock or the mirror, and the cues and feedback of the instructor).

5.2. Analysis and Preliminary Documentation Form

The brainstorming session was documented through video recordings and post-it notes. In particular, to capture ephemeral and elusive aspects of the brainstorming, participants were
encouraged to document salient topics discussed in post-it notes (Figure 11). At the end of the session, these were laid on the floor for the rest to see, correct, and complete as needed. Although these notes yielded a preliminary overview of the type of ideas and considerations discussed, they were found too vague and decontextualized by the researchers in subsequent data analysis sessions.

Figure 11. Screenshot from the brainstorming session on the left; picture of the resulting analysis on the right.

Hence, a more in depth video analysis of the recordings was conducted by the authors following an open coding approach. Post-it notes were again used to capture salient topics related to feelings, concrete and more general lived situations (which we called moments, or instances), impressions, experiential qualities and concepts discussed, which were then grouped in broader theme categories. An axial coding stage ensued, surfacing relationships between post-its and post-its and themes, e.g., post-its that spoke to several themes, were linked to all of these themes. Whenever several post-its within one theme category related to another theme, a strong inter-theme relationship was coded among them (see Figure 11 for a capture of the raw analysis results). To visualize in a clearer form the broader theme categories that resulted from the analysis and how they related to each other (depicted above, in Figure 11, right image), we created Figure 12.

Figure 12. Representation of the resulting theme categories depicting strong inter-theme connections.

However, we authors found that this representation failed to capture much of the rich articulation of the designers’ somatic experience. The overarching concepts and themes appeared empty of essence, disconnected from the experience that elicited them in the first place. The “existentially vibrant sense” (wording of a participant) that pervaded the brainstorming session was lost in the bland graphical representation, and the authors questioned its capacity to evoke key aspects of the participants’ somaesthetic experience later on during the design process. Thus, questions were raised regarding what kind of design tool would be able to bring these back. An additional documentation challenge
was that sensorial and emotional experiences lived are elusive, even when articulated right after the fact, and even more long after that. This also raised questions concerning what documentation means and forms could capture such felt experience, moments lived, and fresh reflections and discussions of the sensitizing activity.

To tackle these challenges, we wanted to develop a documentation form similar to the dual approach of Loke and Robertson [40] in that it addressed and integrated, subjective, felt experiences, with external views on action and design resources. To do so, we found inspiring the concept of mood board from product design [23,93,94]. Moodboards are an evocative aggregate of visually stimulating images and media that can portray spatial aspects, movement qualities, material properties [93], and aesthetic appreciations [94]. They can inspire creative thinking and drive discussions and reflections about abstract and concrete concepts [23], facilitating the move between the abstract qualities and the design particular.

Inspired in this concept, we used the results from our analysis to select salient situations and aesthetic aspects that were discussed in the brainstorming, capturing the participants’ attention and created the SomaBoards. They are aggregations of raw data (e.g., quotes) and new media we generated, with potential to reflect and evoke these aspects and situations. The media used in the SomaBoards was generated through re-enactment of moments and powerful and evocative imagery that represented those aspects discussed during the brainstorming. We used re-enactment instead of raw data material, with the goal of, first, protecting the anonymity of the participants, given that some of key aspects discussed were of a very intimate nature. Second, to capture more aesthetic images than those available from our video recordings. We mostly used still images for the creation of our SomaBoards, since they afforded printing and hence ease of access, making it easier for designers to “reason about, critique and hold onto movement-related design concepts and understandings” [40]. However, we also explored the potential of a video-based form. To facilitate the designers’ access to the analytical results, we related each SomaBoard to the themes in our previous documentation form, and envisioned them printed on the back of it.

5.3. SomaBoard Exemplars

Here, we present four SomaBoard instances, chosen for the diverse experiences they portray and their slightly different performativity. Each of them is presented next to some of original post-it notes, as well as the conceptual map resulting from the analysis, in which the themes that the SomaBoard relate to are highlighted in green (Figures 13–16).

5.3.1. Versatility of the Hammock

Often, participants felt a strong connection with the hammock, which was seen as an ally to defy gravity, to extend their everyday movement repertoire, and to overpass physical limitations (in some poses the hammock would carry most of the participant’s weight allowing “surprisingly graceful movements”, a participant’s wording (see, e.g., post-its in Figure 13a such as “hammock when you are trusting it with your weight”). At times, the hammock was also seen as an additional challenge, hindering movements, or straining the body, such as when the hammock tied tightly around the participants’ legs and hips (see post-its in Figure 13a with annotations such as “hammock like a trap”, “hammock like bondage”, and “hammock as handcuffs”).

This SomaBoard was created to capture the malleable and versatile nature of the hammock, capturing participants’ discussions different material qualities (e.g., post-it in Figure 13a “immense malleability of the hammock”), functions (to hold, to trap, to facilitate, to secure...), and related appreciations (e.g., post-it in Figure 13a “versatility of the hammock” regarding variety of exercises). We selected a quote of a designer reflecting upon this and aggregated it with several pictures that represented some of these functions. In terms of performativity, these multiple examples were meant to serve as a catalog to be expanded, and support designers think about those as well as other similar examples.
5.3.2. Aesthetic Performance

All the participants highlighted the “deep aesthetic experience” (participants’ wording, captured in a post-it in Figure 14a) the workshop was, relating moments of active physical engagement (e.g., leaning onto the hammock swinging from side to side, all at unison), but also to more peaceful and contemplative times. Some thought of moments appreciating the activity from a third-person perspective, as a very aesthetic spectacle, e.g., a participant commented about how beautiful the instructor and the others looked while unfolding and waving the hammocks (see post-it in Figure 14a annotation “[the instructor] looked nice taking the hammock and unfolding it, so nice”). She said she enjoyed the view of her peers and the hammocks moving in flow, how she felt surrounded by a mesmerizing scene of blue waves (see post-its’ annotations in Figure 14a such as “hammock makes it smooth, flowy, beautiful” and “[the blue] waves [look] so nice”). This was an experience that resonated with which the rest of the group.

Note that while the former SomaBoard was designed to evoke varied images related to certain properties of the hammock, here the performativity that we sought was to evoke an appreciation shared by the group tightly tied to a particular moment a participant brought up, which triggered particularly interesting discussions: the mesmerizing spectacle produced when unfolding the hammocks together. Similar to before, the quote was meant to emphasize, and focus the designers’ attention, here on a particular situation.

5.3.3. Delicate Situations

In this SomaBoard (Figure 15), the aggregation used (image and quote) and performativity sought were similar to the former case: focusing the attention on one particular situation that triggered interesting discussions. In this case, a concrete, personal experience of a participant: a moment when a negative and judgmental self-appraisal of the own body image spoiled their otherwise aesthetically pleasant activity. We captured one of these situations using a quote of a participant recalling a moment
when they were laying with their bellies on the hammock, and moving with their hammocks in synchrony, as in the previous case. However, this time, one participant commented how the spectacle was ruined when they realized the fabric of the hammock was outlining their belly. During the debrief, they reported that while they started the exercise enjoying themselves (“it was very funny and playful”) seeing their image made them feel uncomfortable and exposed, which motivated our decision to use re-enactment in the first place.

Figure 14. Aesthetic Performance. (a) The corresponding analysis’ categories, with the ones that the SomaBoard relate to (malleability, material, beautiful/pleasant, hammock, flow, poses, social dimension and guidance/instructor) highlighted, and a picture of the original post-its. (b) SomaBoard depicting the deep aesthetic experience of the group’s unfolding and waiving the hammocks.

Figure 15. Delicate Situations. (a) The corresponding analysis’ categories, with the ones that the SomaBoard relate to (malleability, material, beautiful/pleasant, flow, poses, self-awareness, playful, and fun) highlighted, and a picture of the original post-its. (b) SomaBoard depicting a delicate moment of self-judgment where the hammock outlined a participant’s shape.
5.3.4. Empowering Situations

In this final SomaBoard, we explored the use of aggregated video-material to represent situations that are difficult to depict with a single still image or a series of them. We found this to be the case with certain actions showing interactional challenges, such as struggling or failing. These are classically documented in printed form as a sequence of subsequent snapshots that are annotated with transcribed action (as reviewed in the background), yet other audiovisual means are often used for illustrative purposes in live presentations (short videos, animated gifs, boomerangs). For this SomaBoard, we created a video SomaBoard to capture a moment of struggling of a participant who, after several attempts, was unable to perform an inversion, which they found very frustrating (see post-its in Figure 16a with annotations such as “being super conscious about their physical skills” and “feeling overwhelmed”). At the end, to the participants’ surprise, they succeeded and enjoyed it (see post-its in Figure 16a with annotations such as “surprised at own abilities” and “[it was a] surprise [that it was] nice going into an inversion”). Regarding performativity, to better portray the struggle from a first person’s point of view, we used video recorded re-enacted action from a chest mount camera, which was aggregated with a video from third person view (static video camera) to provide context. The video SomaBoard is included as Supplementary Materials; here, we present a printed version, for which we used two screenshots from each camera. In either form, we used a quote similar to the former SomaBoards.

Figure 16. Empowering Situations. (a) The corresponding analysis’ categories, with the ones that the SomaBoard relate to (realization/surprise, empowering, self-awareness, poses and skills/technique) highlighted, and a picture of the original post-its. (b) SomaBoard depicting four screenshots of a video (included as Supplementary Materials) showing an inversion from a first and third person perspective.

5.4. Feedback from Designer-Researchers

To investigate the potential usefulness of the SomaBoards, we gathered feedback from the designers-researchers involved in the sensitizing workshop using qualitative, semi-structured interviews including questions about the medium and performativity of this documentation form and the different aggregations reflected in our SomaBoards. The most prevalent performativity aspect participants commented was their evocative power. In relation to the earlier analytical representation, a participant commented how the SomaBoards helped “evoke personal moments […] personal feelings that are not expressly stated here [the abstract categories resulting from our analysis] but that come back when looking at the moodboard”.

"The first moment (...) I felt super bad, because I know I'm super unflexible and I was like 'Oh, I can't do this, it's horrible' (...) but then, I didn't, I felt like a strong woman when I realised how much I can bend"
Participants referred to this performativity in two complementary ways, discussed here as: **Parallel evocativeness**, when the SomaBoards supported the awakening of memories of experiences related to that which were represented. The SomaBoard where this performativity was most prominently commented as that in Figure 13: “it brings back memories of things that are not depicted in the picture, for instance, I come to think about the feeling I had when […] we were completely wrapped inside the hammock. The feeling from the experience of being all of us, at the same time, focused on our body, but being very closed in [the hammock] and relaxed”. Some of the post-its that this SomaBoard represented reflected part of this articulation (“when you are inside”), but some other aspects were either not articulated at all during the brainstorming, or discussed as part of other topics and were coded primarily as part of other themes (e.g., a post-it with “on our own”, “shut down”, “I’m here on my own”, and “when I don’t see the instructor I feel alone with myself” within the themes of “bubble” and “social dimension”).

We related this to the type of aggregation: a series of related images, which we inferred invited thinking about similar other situations, evoking a wider portfolio of experiences than our SomaBoard captured.

**Reminiscent evocativeness**, when the SomaBoards grounded thinking and contextualized the live experience articulations designers shared in the discussion, which was only partially captured by the quotes. This type of evocative power was especially commented for SomaBoards using one image. Participants reflected on the coherent and complementary role of images and text in the SomaBoards: A participant commented how text was “absolutely necessary” to articulate and capture key aspects of somebody’s somaesthetic experience, while the use of images was “absolutely essential to understand the context, what moment creates this aesthetic (experience)”. Another designer mentioned that reading their peer’s quote alone in the SomaBoard on Figure 15 would have made them think about a different situation and of more self-exposure and vulnerability in front of others: “if I only had the quote, I would think [of the moment] as something that would be completely destructive of the whole experience, something that [if I was experiencing it] would make me leave the room”. However, the picture helped them recall and contextualize the situation that caused it, better imagining the impact that it might have had on the person experiencing it, and how aware of the situation co-present others might have been at the time, reflecting upon their appraisal: “what you see here is actually not so bad, still looks beautiful”.

We obtained disparity of opinions on the value of re-enactment and its evocative power. The designer that the SomaBoard on Figure 16 represented confirmed how this SomaBoard evoked the particular moment they lived and how they felt: “that [the Somaboard] is very intimate, I felt bad because I could see my belly”. However, they commented that they would not mind if the picture used was theirs as long as it was for only internal documentation and was used by those designers involved in the joint design activity. However, they commented how other peers might not feel the same and acknowledged the value of re-enactment: “thinking that [the picture] is actually of a real moment, a real person who was feeling shame of her body, could actually make me feel a bit awkward […] However, knowing how this composition is produced [using actors to stage it], it becomes much less problematic”.

We concluded satisfied with the performativity potential of re-enactment, given that: (i) for some using their own image to portray moments that they considered intimate, or where they felt most vulnerable or exposed was problematic; (ii) others found that this SomaBoard supported them to recall the discussion about it; and (iii) the original person featuring scene mentioned the SomaBoard supported them to relive that experience while at the same time appreciated that the image was not theirs if that image would be used externally. Hence, there is even more grounds for re-enactment if the SomaBoards are also meant to be used for research dissemination.

There was disparity of opinions regarding the medium and preferences of aggregation of media. With respect to the video-based SomaBoard, and our goal of reporting the designers’ experience both from a first- and a third-person perspective, some designers commented how the video succeeded and situated well “what was going on in a broader context than just the pictures”. However, other designers were skeptical about the usefulness of the video, for it was “too precise” and “I know that’s not what I did myself, I did not do it this way [as depicted in the video] and it doesn’t evoke the same things as the pictures”. This designer thought the image-based SomaBoards were “better because they are more evocative”.

---
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This is an interesting appreciation, since two of the three picture-based SomaBoards were discussed here as reminiscent, since they used only one image that represented a particular moment one designer lived and shared with the group. We wondered if, although both forms could be evocative, the images might be more successful, since they were generally seen as less specific and determinate than the video. Alternatively, the moments represented by each might be responsible if, e.g., those captured by the images resonated more with the participants. However, designers stated that the images allowed them to re-live experiences that were not directly represented in the pictures.

Finally, whereas all the designers involved were positive towards the SomaBoards, some suggested improvements for their creation process, making it more of a collaborative design activity of the group: “it is not only that you bring in quotes and pictures [. . .] it’s the choice of examples that you bring in here that makes me remember the experience”. A more collaborative creation process of the SomaBoards was seen as “a very good way of creating a shared understanding of the activity and the experience”. We think this is a very valuable suggestion that would improve the performativity of the documentation form for the team and, although this was not possible due to time and availability constraints, we intend to adopt this approach in the future.

5.5. Reflecting on the SomaBoards: Advantages and Shortcomings

The documentation need that drove this case arose from the discouraging, but unsurprising, realization of how much of the rich articulation of the designers’ somatic experience was lost in results’ representation after an analytical phase. Insights from the analysis, and even raw data (e.g., quotes), appeared decontextualized and detached from the rich somatic experience of designers. The SomaBoards were envisioned to augment the documentation form resulting from our analysis, capturing and highlighting nuanced qualities of the felt experience. However, we found they were better at evoking related experiences to those represented, and grounding and contextualizing participants’ articulations of ephemeral moments of their somatic activity and elusive sensations and feelings they triggered. A particular medium feature of the SomaBoard (whether there were aggregated images or a single image) impacted their evocative performativity power: the SomaBoard with an aggregation of multiple images resulted most useful to evoke other similar situations (evocative, generative performativity), while the SomaBoards with single images worked best to contextualize and ground the designers’ reflections shared during the brainstorming in their shared somatic experience (capturing some of the elusive first person experiences). This was particularly useful in the RfD process, during internal discussions revising those results some time after the analysis was performed, since they allowed us to recollect specific moments and designers’ insights without resorting to the raw video-data. Similar to the other cases, the video documentation form was useful to accurately capture the ephemeral design activities (somatic and brainstorming) from a third person perspective. However, the video documentation form of the somatic experience or the brainstorming alone was unable to foreground the relationship between lived situations and designers’ insights, i.e., grounding insights in somatic experiences (the elusive).

Regarding our method of re-enactment, a reasonable concern is whether it would be able to capture another person’s somatic experience with authenticity, or otherwise it would transform the lived experience of the designers. Feedback from the participants some SomaBoard represented dissipated our concerns regarding the latter. We argue that re-enacted moments were truthful in how they supported reliving feelings and recalling reflections discussed by participants: by repeating observable situations and actions that elicited them as accurate as possible, i.e., those featuring the re-enacted scenes were cued in a similar way than the designers before. A difference here was the recording means employed: a handheld full frame Canon 6D with L-series lenses operated by an experienced non-professional photographer. As anticipated, the quality of the images surpassed those that could be obtained from our raw video-material, improving their aesthetic evocative power, as illustrated with the participants’ feedback in the previous section.
However, we acknowledge that in re-enactment the represented changes from its original, and that this can trigger different emotions in the person originally featuring that moment originally. However, we prioritized ethical concerns, generating material with more evocative and aesthetic power, and not disrupting the sensitizing activity (we think that high quality raw material could be obtained by, e.g., having a photographer during the activity taking the pictures, which we refrained from having because we thought it would be too intrusive and distracting), and used re-enacted material instead. The obvious disadvantage is the loss of authentic material, and the additional time, logistic, and effort re-enactment required.

Table 3 provides an overview of what this form of documentation captures, as well as its main characteristics regarding its medium, performativity, and role in RtD.

Table 3. Overview of the SomaBoards’ core qualities and what they capture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capturing:</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Performativity</th>
<th>Role in RtD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designer’s lived experience, and their appreciation of the activity during the discussion</td>
<td>Aggregation of pictures or videos of reenacted moments, together with transcribed quotes.</td>
<td>Evoke and contextualize moments of the lived experience, invite thinking about related situations; augment analysis, grounding it in the empirics.</td>
<td>Support internal discussions, recollecting specific moments; evoke the lived-experience to the designers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss important aspects regarding the documentation forms presented in this article and issues of novelty and relevance of these forms as well as important considerations for documenting embodied ideation activities more generally.

Capturing ephemeral embodied action and representing elusive aspects of it in a documentation form is challenging. For the bodystorming cases, what was ephemeral were the embodied sketches, short-lived design ideas that were only visible, accessible and actuable when enacted; what was elusive were the combination and temporal unfolding of design resources that gave rise to, shaped, and supported the emergent embodied sketches. In the sensitizing case, the sensitizing somatic activity was in itself ephemeral. What was elusive in this case was the lived experience of the designers, articulated through diverse insights, appreciations and comments in the discussion afterwards. These ephemeral and elusive aspects were at the core of what we wanted to capture and the intended performativity of the documentation form: capturing an overview of the unfolding of ideas and their supporting design resources (HangXRT and Move:ie cases), and augmenting analytical results to evoke moments lived and interesting reflections about somaesthetic experiences internally discussed (sensitizing case). This led the curation process of analytical data and the choice of medium used: simplified graphical visualizations of design resources (annotated or abbreviated) that had an impact in the resulting ideas, and evocative visual media about moments that triggered interesting somaesthetic reflections shared in the group. We tended to use mediums that worked well in printed form, responding to our group’s need for quick visual access during internal discussions. Another performativity need that influenced our choice of medium was balancing a representation of an overview of unfolding action and relevant interactional, contextual, and temporal details, which was a challenge in original representations of analytical results.

However, cases with similar performativity might require the use of different means if the type of embodied action documented is different, which in turn depends on multiple factors including, e.g., the design goal, the participants involved, the space where the activity takes place, and the available design materials. This can be observed in the HangXRT and the Move:ie cases, where despite using a similar ideation technique, a different type of embodied ideation engagement emerged, affecting the outcomes. Despite a similar analysis, that difference required the creation of different documentation forms. This highly contextual nature of embodied design activities prevents us from recommending and making generalizable claims about the use of a particular documentation form.
However, the documentation forms presented here—or appropriation thereof—can be of use to designers and researchers dealing with similar embodied design activities and performativity needs: the Bodystorming Braid can be useful to capture the evolution of enactment-based design ideas driven by clear core mechanics and use of representational props. The form can help designers capture how ideas evolve over time, and highlight how different design resources support each core mechanic and influence the emergence of new ideas. This can be useful for designers working with body-based core-mechanics driven design activities, such as movement-based games (e.g., [78,95]).

The original Double Diamond representation can be useful to illustrate the underlying structure of the ideation process, and the type of concepts that influenced final ideas, which could have analytical value: did designers consider values/materials/etc. in their design? Where different idea types balanced? Was a particular idea type missing? How did this impact final designs? (For example, core mechanics mostly appeared during the second EDI, which explained the difficulty of concretizing a particular final design.)

The second variation of the Double Diamond form, depicting design elements considered in the format of bubbles, can be similarly useful to the original. Additionally, it can better represent temporal aspects, such as when ideas emerged, or how long they were considered (length in the vertical axis) that, together with how much attention they attracted (width in horizontal axis) speak about their impact and relevance in the ideation process. This can be useful in ideation processes where it is important that final ideas balance contributions of different sorts or origin, e.g., in participatory design sessions [96,97], participation from each co-designer could be color-coded, allowing researchers to know if, and how, final ideas balanced participation from all the designers.

Finally, the SomaBoards can be useful to evoke related experiences to those represented, and to ground and contextualize participants’ articulations of ephemeral moments lived and elusive sensations and feelings they triggered. This performativity can be useful in somaesthetic appreciation design [45], where it is important that designers relive shared aesthetic experience. Although such design activities tend to, and benefit from, using sensitizing experiences prior to design, this might not always be possible, and designers might need to also resort to classical ideation methods, such as brainstormings [98]. In such cases, the SomaBoards could help them relive past bodily experiences and complement other documentation forms that focus more on capturing bodily sensations (e.g., BodyMaps [53]) without relating them to specific moments lived.

6.1. Considerations for the Creation of our Documentation Forms

The curation process that each form required helped create accessible visualizations of ephemeral embodied action, that highlighted interactional and aesthetic aspects in which our team was interested and that we found elusive in our raw documentation material and representations of analytical results. The trade-off was losing other important aspects of the participants’ embodied action and somaesthetic experience, e.g., in the Bodystorming Braid, conversational participation is not captured, and it misses interesting comments, conceptual associations, and some suggestions that were not enacted. In the first Double Diamond representation, legibility and accessibility was prioritized, decreasing accuracy and concreteness of annotations by using abbreviations of types of concepts instead of the actual concept discussed. In both Double Diamond forms, personal contribution was not captured, which could be important in cases where idea ownership is relevant. Finally, the SomaBoards do not highlight and represent nuanced aspects of the participants’ felt-experience, but rather snippets of moments lived and their felt experience as it was articulated by them.

These prioritizations were usually motivated by the particular performativity sought, and shaped the choice of medium. However, we think our documentation forms lend themselves to appropriation, e.g., as we discussed, personal contribution can be depicted in the Double Diamonds, the content of the strands in the Bodystorming Braid can be modified, and the SomaBoards can be designed to affect more or less the participants’ experience, for instance, by representing it from a different perspective or by using their own images.
Another important consideration to take into account is balancing the effort of creating the documentation forms [9]. It is difficult for us to provide accurate estimations of the time and effort the documentation forms presented here required, given that they were developed for first time, and we iterated these forms until we were satisfied with their mediums and supported performativity. Future usage of these forms would surely require less time and effort. Still, we can situate the forms in a continuum: from less to more effort and time, the Bodystorming Braid ranks first, followed by the Double Diamond, and the SomaBoards.

For the creation of the Bodystorming Braid, we needed to carefully identify those elements that were relevant to our research interest, i.e., contextual elements as well as mentions to technology that supported each idea. Once we developed the Bodystorming Braid, the creation of the particular form for the workshop did not needed arduous effort. The bulk of time invested in creating this form was devoted to finding which aspects to code in form of strands, finding the appropriate raw data (e.g., screenshots) to augment each embodied sketch, and graphically creating the braid.

The analytical coding of the Double Diamond forms was more complex than in the Bodystorming Braid, and their creation more time-consuming. In this case, we captured not only the elements that gave rise to the ideas, but structural aspects of the EDI, which required a continuous back and forth from analysis to raw data to accurately represent this information. Regarding the variation of the Double Diamond used, it is important to consider the performativity sought: the original Diamonds (Figure 8) illustrate convergence and divergence phases of the ideation processes and provide a coarse overview of the type of elements involved, which was useful when discussing the overall ideation process and bodystorming method in [7]. However, a more detailed Double Diamond form (Figure 9) can be more useful in situations where it is important to represent the weight of each contribution, such as in participatory design processes. The downside is this later form is more time-consuming.

Finally, the SomaBoards present the most complex and time-consuming form of documentation, given that they required re-enacting certain moments to obtain aesthetically pleasing imagery and for ethical considerations. This involved not only the curating process of choosing which moments to reenact, but human resources, additional logistics (space, high quality camera, etc.) and dedicated time to re-enact and document that activity. It also involved an editing process to aggregate the quotes and create the SomaBoards the graphics. Whenever possible, we invite designers-researchers to consider collecting data that has enough aesthetic potential, and to re-use documentation material to create the SomaBoards.

6.2. Novelty of the Presented Documentation Forms

The documentation forms presented in this article differ from previous ones in what is captured, how it is portrayed, and its purpose.

Previous works tend to focus on capturing a particular aspect of the design or a design material, some more tangible (such as design artifacts, e.g., [50]) than others (such as movement, e.g., [40,43,58]). Although these are inspiring forms, they fall short when the design outcome is (and the design resources are) a combination of spatial, physical, technological, and social elements, which is the case for our bodystormings. Forms used in previous EDI focusing on documenting designs and their evolution from a third-person perspective can also be inspiring, but they tend to be very artifact-focused, only occasionally representing isolated moments of the embodied action through selected snippets of images [50,59,99]. Classical documentation forms in Interaction Analysis (IA) can help capture unfolding action, but that type of micro-analysis typically result in thick descriptions and detailed and fine-grained representations. This was not useful for our bodystorming cases given the performativity sought: capturing action that was extended in time (IA excerpts usually last seconds [62]), focusing on how action was supported by different participants, as well as by other contextual elements or design resources. In order to be able to capture these aspects, and represent action in a way that allowed us quick access, we needed to curate and simplify the facets of the experience represented.
In the Bodystorming Braid, these were the design resources employed; in the Double Diamond representations, they were also conceptual constructs that influenced the final designs.

As for previous documentation forms from a first-person perspective, they typically resort to the use of quotes (e.g., [45,53,69,100]), sketches, and pictures. We find this content inspiring and considered how they could be used to augment our analysis representation to be used internally in the design process. However, we sought to integrate them in a richer form, which gave rise to the SomaBoard. This aggregation improved the evocative power of the quotes, not only grounding and contextualizing them in the ephemeral moments that triggered those articulations, but also eliciting other related experiences.

Finally, regarding the role in the design process that the documentation forms presented here have, they have both helped support design and research in Bardzell and coworkers’ [9] terms. In a Research through Design process, research cannot be completely separated from design. In our case, a key performativity goal was capturing important elusive and ephemeral aspects of the embodied design activity, which can hardly be said to be more supporting of research or design. Earlier in the text we proposed a different distinction we found more convenient: whether the form supports research dissemination or has been used internally to support design or research. Our forms have definitely support design-research in how they helped us evaluate the design activities that they represent [7] and relive somatic lived experiences from the past, to better think forward in the design process. All forms supported internal discussions and communication between us and other researchers in our group. However, they also have proved useful to help disseminate research in academic venues [6,7], providing evidence of design rigor.

While we do not claim that this double purpose of documentation forms (to support both design-research and research dissemination) is unique to our forms, most of other documentation works we have encountered are those used in academic dissemination fora. This is not surprising, given the widely accepted role of documentation to provide evidence of rigor in RtD processes [11]. There are some exceptions in works we have reviewed in the background section, such as the Experiential Body Sheets [53]; they are explicitly stated as documentation forms used internally for design, although the authors did not elucidate exactly how. Given how scarce published documentation for design-research we found, we argue that there is a need for making available documentation forms used internally in design and research, elaborating how they can be created, used, and how they can shape and inform design and research purposes.

7. Conclusions

In this article, we have taken up the call for new documentation forms that capture design and research knowledge in a challenging domain: embodied ideation methods for the design of physical and social activities. This challenge comes from the difficulty of capturing the designers-researchers’ embodied experiences manifested through ephemeral bodily, physical, and social phenomena, and representing important elusive interactional and experiential details.

Our team operates in this design domain with a double-fold approach that investigates embodied action from a first and a third person perspective. Each poses different challenges, requires different design methods, and results in different types of insight that can help advance our design process. Hence, they also pose different requirements to documentation forms.

In this article, we have used data from three embodied sketching EDI activities, focused on a third or first person perspective on embodied action. Each case entails different analytical needs and challenge original analytical documentation forms differently.

We named the resulting documentation forms Bodystorming Braid, Double Diamond representation, and SomaBoards. They focus on capturing ephemeral embodied design phenomena and representing elusive interactional and experiential aspects of interest. They respond to different performativity needs, and reflect idiosyncratic differences of each EDI and their underlying focus, i.e., a first and a third person perspective of embodied action.
The Bodystorming Braid and the Double Diamond representations focus on capturing ephemeral embodied action from a third person perspective: resources for action, and rapidly emerging and changing embodied sketches in the HangXRT. In the Move:ie case, concepts that did not have a clear and unequivocal tangible or bodily representation, which are often accessible and actionable by the designers-researchers present in these ideation activities, but hardly so later in the RtD process. They capture how these aspects were used together and impacted final design ideas, an aspect that eluded us using classical representations of analytical results.

The SomaBoards reflect a first-person perspective and focus on capturing ephemeral somatic activity that triggered elusive somaesthetic appreciations. They are meant to augment the representation of analytical results, increasing their evocative power and helping designers relive their experience and discussions.

For each of the documentation forms presented, we have discussed several aspects that we needed to consider, such as their intended and achieved performativity and the choice of medium, particularly in relation to the ephemeral and elusive that our forms represented, as well as their roles in our RtD processes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2414-4088/2/3/35/s1: the Bodystorming Braid (depicted here in Figure 3) and the Double Diamond representations (grouped here in Figure 8) that allow for zooming-in; the complete video used for the SomaBoard represented in Figure 16 in the form of screenshots; and Table S1, with the summarizing table of our literature review.
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